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Abstract: Grotto rock structure detection is precondition of the grotto protection and restoration. As a
stable and non-destructive geophysical method, electrical resistivity tomography (ERT) is extensively
used to detect the geological structure of the grottoes. However, the traditional ERT measurement
scheme is challenging to satisfy the requirements of high accuracy and high resolution in the cliff
region. Therefore, we propose a new borehole-to-surface-to-cliff ERT (BSC-ERT) scheme for grotto
detection. The sensitivity patterns of five ERT schemes using three configurations (A-MN array, AB-
MN array, and AM-BN array) are tested to show the detection capability of different configurations.
Two numerical experiments show that the combination of borehole-to-surface ERT (BS-ERT) and
surface-to-cliff ERT (SC-ERT) schemes using AM-BN array have better imaging effects and a more
reasonable detection range, which is recommended to be implemented for future work. In addition,
the numerical experiment also proves that the symmetric effect generated in the AM-BN array in
BS-ERT scheme can be suppressed with the combination of the SC-ERT scheme.

Keywords: electrical resistivity tomography; grotto structure detection; borehole-to-surface-to-cliff
ERT scheme; symmetric effect; ERT configuration

1. Introduction

A grotto is a kind of stone cultural relic and is usually carved into the steep sandstone
cliff. It has excellent value for studying religion, history, and culture. At present, there are
still a large number of grottoes preserved around the world. However, most of them face
some geological degradation influenced by the nature environments. For instance, crisscross
fractures formed in grottoes could lead to rock structure instability and water seepage, which
is hard to solve completely due to the complex geological conditions [1–3]. In recent years,
Wang et al. [4] presented a protection system to guide the protection and reinforcement of
grottoes all over the world. The system shows that the evaluation of geological conditions
and diseases in the cliff is the prerequisite for the further protection. Therefore, there is a
need to illuminate the interior rock structure of the grottoes for grotto protection.

Geophysics methods have been widely used in archaeology and related protection.
For example, surface nuclear magnetic resonance (SNMR) and spontaneous potential (SP)
were used to study the origin of water seepage in JinDeng Temple grottoes and prove
that the seepage mainly comes from a water-bearing area [5]. Wang [6] applied ground
penetrating radar (GPR) to detect the delamination in wall paintings in Tibet and found the
delamination is serious.

Electrical resistivity tomography (ERT) is also a non-destructive detection method to
detect the structure by imaging underground resistivity distribution [7,8]. Three common
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measurement schemes, i.e., surface, borehole-to-surface ERT (BS-ERT), and cross-hole ERT
(CH-ERT), have been used along with different configurations. For example, for the surface
scheme, there are the Pole-Dipole array, Dipole-Dipole array, gradient array, Schlumberger
array, and full-range gradient for the ground 2D resistivity imaging, but with limited
detection depth [9,10]. The other two schemes could overcome this problem and image the
deep structure under the use of the borehole electrodes [11,12]. However, there are some
considerations for these two schemes in terms of configuration selection. For the BS-ERT
scheme, a symmetric effect is generated in some high-resolution configuration and at least
two types of configurations are suggested to be used to evaluate and empress symmetric
effect [13]. For CH-ERT scheme, ratio of the well distance and well depth is usually less than
0.75 to ensure the resolution and the combined configurations are necessary to improve the
imaging quality [14,15].

In recent years, surface ERT scheme has been widely used in many fields, such as
hydrology, archaeology, landslide, and engineering [16–19]. It has made great contributions
to the exploration of the shallow region. BS-ERT scheme and CH-ERT scheme are used
in place of the surface ERT scheme to detect the region beyond the detection depth of the
surface ERT scheme [20–22]. Surface ERT and BS-ERT schemes have also been applied in
grotto structure detection successfully. Huang et al. [23] and Fang et al. [24] used these
two schemes to distinguish the fracture zone and achieved some positive results. BS-ERT
scheme was measured to explore the interior resistivity structure of Mogao Grottoes [25].
Sun et al. [26] used a surface ERT scheme to investigate the moisture distribution for Mogao
Grottoes as well. In addition, the timelapse surface ERT scheme is also adopted to study
the current rainfall infiltration. For example, Liu et al. [27] proved that salt damage at
Mogao Grottoes was greatly influenced by the rainwater infiltration, while Mao et al. [28]
indicated that rainfall was not the primary source of the water seepage at Yungang Grottoes.
However, some challenges still need to be solved using traditional ERT schemes. The
grottoes are mainly located on the steep cliff. The region between the top surface and
cliff is mainly focused and needs to be detected. The electrode spatial distribution of the
traditional surface ERT scheme and BS-ERT scheme cannot meet the requirements of the
high-accurate detection of the key region mentioned above. Furthermore, for the BS-ERT
scheme, symmetric artifacts are easily generated when using a high-resolution AM-BN
array [13], which would affect the quality of the image. Therefore, a new ERT scheme is
required to be proposed for grotto structure detection.

For the grotto structure detection and protection in the near future, in this paper, we
proposed a new ERT scheme for grotto structure detection called borehole-to-surface-to-
cliff ERT (BSC-ERT) scheme, which was based on the BS-ERT scheme but with more cliff
electrodes. Our research is mainly focused on the measurement of the BSC-ERT scheme,
and an open-source software ResIPy [29] is used to implement all the numerical simulations
and inversions. Three configurations (A-MN array, AB-MN array, and AM-BN array) are
selected to analysis the sensitivity distribution for five single ERT schemes (surface ERT
scheme, BS-ERT scheme, borehole-to-cliff ERT [BC-ERT] scheme, surface-to-cliff ERT [SC-
ERT] scheme, and cliff ERT scheme) and compared with traditional ERT schemes. After
that, the block model is used to study the imaging effect of five single ERT schemes and
their combined schemes. At last, in order to examine the capability of the BSC-ERT scheme
to detect small-scale structures and find the best combined scheme containing the least
schemes, the model with water seepage structure is used in this research.
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2. Methodology
2.1. 2.5-D ERT Simulation

The 2.5-D ERT assumes that the strike direction of the 3-D resistivity model is along Y-
axis, and the point current electrode is used to form 3-D current flow. 2.5-D boundary-value
problem converted from the 3-D partial differential equation by Fourier transform is [30]

∇·
(

σ∇Ṽk

)
− k2σṼk = −Iδ(x− x0)δ(z− z0) ∈ Ω

∂Ṽk
∂n = 0 ∈ Γs

∂Ṽk
∂n + Ṽkkcosθ

K1(kr)
K0(kr) = 0 ∈ Γ∞

(1)

where k is the wavenumber; δ represents the Dirac function and I is current flow at position
(x0, z0); σ is the model conductivity distribution in area Ω; Γs and Γ∞ denote surface
boundary and truncated boundary, respectively; r is the distance between the position of
the supply electrode and point on truncated boundary Γ∞; K0 and K1 respectively present
zero-order and first-order modified Bessel function of the second kind; Ṽk(x, z) is potential
in the Fourier transform domain of wavenumber k.

Due to the unique structure of grottoes, the finite element method is recommended to
solve the boundary-value problem of Equation (1) because it is easier and more flexible
to discrete the mesh with complex topography. Convert Equation (1) to the equivalent
variational problem:

F
(

Ṽk

)
=
∫

Ω

[
σ

2

(
∇Ṽk

)2
+

1
2

k2σṼk
2 − Iδ(A)Ṽk

]
dΩ +

1
2

∫
Γ∞

kσ
K1(kr)
K0(kr)

cos(r, n)Ṽk
2dΓ

δF
(

Ṽk

)
= 0

(2)

where δ(A) equals to δ(x− x0)δ(z− z0). Solutions for variational Equation (2) can be
obtained by solving the following Equation:

Ax = b (3)

where A is the global stiffness matrix associated with the triangle mesh and resistivity
model; x is a column vector storing the Ṽk(x, z); b is the matrix containing the information
about the current flow. Ṽk(x, z) at each node can be calculated by solving Equation (3) and
needed to be taken Fourier transform to get the potential V(x, z) in spatial domain by

V(x, z) ≈
N

∑
j=1

gjṼkj(x, z) (4)

where gj and k j respectively denote the weight and wavenumber of jth wavenumber;
N is the number of the wavenumber k;. The choice of weight gj and the wavenumber
k j in Equation (4) is the key to make sure the accuracy of 2.5-D ERT simulation. An
optimization is used to calculate the wavenumbers and weights [31]. A combination of
Gaussian quadrature and Laguerre integration can also be used to calculate the weights
and wavenumbers [32,33].

2.2. Gauss-Newton Inversion

ERT inversion algorithm is an optimization which can get the model resistivity distri-
bution through apparent resistivity or measured resistance. The target of the inversion is to
reduce the data misfit and make the model norm minimum. The objective function Φ can
be defined as

Φ = ‖Wd(dobs − F(m))‖2 + λ‖Wm

(
m−mre f

)
‖

2
(5)

where Wd is the data weight matrix, which is generally used to adjust different data weight
according to the data error; F is the forward operator; dobs is the observation data, which
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represents measured resistance, which is equal to measured potential difference divided by
measured current value; Wm is model weight matrix, which is used to model regularization
in inversion; m is the logarithm of the model resistivity to ensure the resistivity is positive;
mre f is the reference model, which contains the prior resistivity model. In order to minimize
the Equation (5), set ∂Φ/∂∆m = 0 and derive the Gauss-Newton normal equation:(

JT
k C−1

d Jk + λC−1
m

)
∆mk = JT

k C−1
d [d− F(mk)]− λC−1

m

(
mk −mre f

)
(6)

where Jk is the Jacobian matrix; C−1
d and C−1

m respectively represent the data covariance
matrix and model covariance matrix, which satisfy C−1

d = WT
d Wd and C−1

m = WT
mWm; ∆mk

is the model update, which can be calculated by solving Equation (6). Finally, the model
resistivity is calculated by mk+1 = mk + ∆mk until the root-mean-square (RMS) misfit
is minimized or reduced to the target misfit. An open-source software ResIPy [29] was
used in this study. Detailed information about the simulation and inversion, such as the
construction of the matrix mentioned in Equation (6), can be found in [29,34,35].

3. ERT Electrode Configurations
3.1. ERT Configurations and Sensitivity Analysis

Electrodes are the basic device for ERT measurement. They mainly have two functions.
The first function is to supply electricity underground to create a current field, and the
other function is to measure the voltage difference combined with other electrodes. The
electrode spatial distribution of three common ERT schemes is shown in Figure 1.

The electrode configurations have a significant impact on imaging resolution. Many
factors can affect the detection ability of the configurations, such as the position of current
and potential electrodes, the resistivity distribution, and the data signal-to-noise ratio.
Sensitivity is calculated to evaluate the detection ability of various configurations. The
sensitivity of a single array can be calculated by the following Equation [36]:

∂V
∂ρ

=
∫

J · J′dτ (7)

where V is the voltage between two potential electrodes; J and J′ represent the current
density from the point source at the transmitter and at the receiver, respectively. To test
the detection capacity of ERT configurations, the configuration sensitivity of three ERT
measurement schemes is shown in Figure 1. Each scheme includes one three-electrode
configuration (A-MN array) and two four-electrode configurations (AB-MN array and
AM-BN array). For the normalized sensitivity, the absolute value of sensitivity represents
the resolution of the configurations. A high absolute sensitivity value indicates a high
resolution, while low absolute sensitivity indicates a low resolution. In Figure 1a, all the
electrodes are deployed on the surface. Therefore, the sensitivity of surface ERT scheme is
concentrated in the region near the surface. For the BS-ERT scheme and CH-ERT scheme,
the sensitivity is mainly distributed in the quadrangle made up of four electrodes, as shown
in Figure 1b,c.

Typically, ERT configuration contains hundreds or thousands of measurements. There-
fore, the total sensitivity distribution of different configuration is influenced by all measure-
ments in the configuration. The total sensitivity sj is usually calculated by the following
Equation [35]:

sj =
(

JT
k WT

d WdJk

)
jj

(8)
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Figure 1. Electrode spatial distribution and sensitivity of three traditional ERT schemes. Row (a) rep-
resents the surface ERT scheme. Row (b) represents the BS-ERT scheme. Row (c) represents the
CH-ERT scheme. A and B represent the positive and negative current electrodes, respectively. M and
N represent the potential electrodes.

3.2. ERT Schemes for Grottoes and Sensitivity Analysis

Compared with half-space ERT schemes in Figure 1, the grotto ERT schemes are more
complicated due to the existence of the cliff. The five probable grotto ERT schemes are
shown in Figure 2. Among them, the surface ERT scheme and BS-ERT scheme in grotto
detection, as seen in Figure 2a,b, are the same as those in half-space detection. The difference
between grotto ERT schemes and half-space ERT schemes is mainly related to the schemes
including cliff electrodes. The physical mechanism of cliff electrodes is identical to that of
surface electrodes because both are located on the air-subsurface interface. As a result, the
cliff ERT scheme in Figure 2c can use the same configurations as the surface ERT scheme
with the same accuracy. The cliff electrodes are usually distributed vertically to the ground
and are similar to the borehole electrodes in electrode spatial distribution because the cliffs
of the grottoes are usually steep. Therefore, the configuration selections of the SC-ERT
scheme and BC-ERT scheme are recommended to refer to the BS-ERT configurations and
the CH-ERT configurations. In addition, the BC-ERT scheme is equivalent to the tune-to-
surface ERT schemes in physical mechanism and electrode distribution [37]. Consequently,
the BC-ERT scheme can also utilize the tune-to-surface ERT configurations.

The configuration sensitivity of five probable ERT measurement schemes are displayed
in Figure 2. The electrode position, resistivity distribution and configurations of the relevant
schemes in Figures 1 and 2 are the same in order to compare the configuration sensitivity.
The comparison of the sensitivity of the surface ERT scheme and BS-ERT scheme in half-
space and grotto detection (Figure 1a,b and Figure 2a,b) shows that configuration sensitivity
distribute are enhanced near the top of the cliff for grotto detection. This is because the
existence of the cliff obstructs the current flowing horizontally and makes the current
flow along the cliff. It will improve the resolution in the region near the top of the cliff.
The sensitivity distribution of near vertical-located cliff electrodes is very similar to that
of borehole electrodes. The main difference is that only one side of the cliff electrodes
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exists sensitivity, and the absolute value of sensitivity is improved to a certain extent
compared with borehole electrodes. Therefore, for the CH-ERT scheme in Figure 1c and the
BS-ERT scheme in Figure 2c, sensitivity on the left side of the cliff electrodes is improved.
Additionally, the comparison of Figure 2b,d shows that the characteristics of sensitivity
distribution in the SC-ERT scheme is also similar to that in the BS-ERT scheme, but mainly
focused on the region between the surface and cliff.
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Figure 2. Electrode spatial distribution and sensitivity of five ERT schemes for grottoes. Columns
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ERT scheme, respectively.

4. Numerical Experiments and Results
4.1. Numerical Experiment for the Block Model

A synthetic model is designed to examine and compare the imaging effect and detec-
tion capability of each configuration, as shown in Figure 3. The model consists of three
layers from top to bottom. The thickness of the first two layers is 5 m and 10 m, with
resistivity of 50 Ω·m and 100 Ω·m. The resistivity of the bottom layer is 150 Ω·m. There are
three 5 m × 4 m blocks located in the model, and the resistivity of three blocks is 10 Ω·m
and 1000 Ω·m, respectively. The data volume and the current electrode distance of each
configuration in each ERT scheme is shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. The parameters of each configuration in each ERT scheme.

Surface ERT Scheme BS ERT Scheme BC ERT Scheme SC ERT Scheme cliff ERT Scheme

A-MN array
a = 1–10 m, scanning

for each electrode,
Data volume: 615

a = 1–10 m,
scanning for

each electrode,
Data volume: 2900

a = 1–10 m,
scanning for

each electrode,
Data volume: 2900

a = 1–10 m,
scanning for

each electrode,
Data volume: 2900

a = 1–10 m,
scanning for

each electrode,
Data volume: 615

AB-MN array
a = 1–6 m, scanning for

each electrode,
Data volume: 378

a = 1–10 m,
scanning for

each electrode,
Data volume: 2185

a = 1–10 m,
scanning for

each electrode,
Data volume: 2185

a = 1–10 m,
scanning for

each electrode,
Data volume: 2185

a = 1–6 m,
scanning for

each electrode,
Data volume: 378

AM-BN array
a = 1–6 m, scanning for

each electrode,
Data volume: 378

a = 1–10 m,
scanning for

each electrode,
Data volume: 2185

a = 1–10 m,
scanning for

each electrode,
Data volume: 2185

a = 1–10 m,
scanning for

each electrode,
Data volume: 2185

a = 1–6 m,
scanning for

each electrode,
Data volume: 378

The sensitivity pattern and resistivity imaging are shown in Figures 4 and 5. The
resolution of the region with a high sensitivity usually gets high-quality resistivity imaging.
The resolution of the region, in which the logarithm of sensitivity is low, is affected by the
observations and the regularization, so the anomalies of this region are difficult to image
accurately. The region with a logarithm of sensitivity extremely low is the non-sensitivity
region, which means this region is out of detection.

Figure 4 illustrates that the A-MN array’s detection range is larger than the AB-MN
and AM-BN arrays. However, most of the extra detection range belongs to the low-
sensitivity region, which does not contribute much to accurate imaging. For the surface
ERT scheme and cliff ERT scheme, there is less difference between the three configurations’
high-resolution region. For the surface ERT scheme (Figure 5b), the AB-MN array has no
capability to image the second layer for its insufficient current electrode distance. The
AM-BN array has a poor recovery effect on the anomalies for the cliff ERT scheme, as
illustrated in Figure 5o. Compared with the other two configurations, the A-MN array has
a better imaging effect.

In Figure 5d−f, the A-MN array and the AB-MN array of the BS-ERT scheme are less
effective in imaging low resistivity anomalies. In contrast, the AM-BN array has a high
sensitivity and better imaging effect. Unfortunately, the AM-BN array has a symmetric
effect in the BS-ERT scheme, which generates low resistivity artifacts on the left side of
the borehole. In Figure 5g,h, the artifacts are also generated above the low-resistivity
block when using the A-MN array and AB-MN array in the BC-ERT scheme. Furthermore,
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two high-resistivity anomalies in the low-sensitivity region of the A-MN array and AB-MN
array in the SC-ERT scheme are affected by the regularization effect, and the resistivity
imaging is not ideal, as seen in Figure 5j,k. For the BC-ERT scheme and SC-ERT scheme,
the high-resolution AM-BN array can obtain resistivity imaging without artifacts, and the
imaging effect of the AM-BN array is significantly better than the other two configurations.
Therefore, the AM-BN array is recommended for the BC-ERT scheme and SC-ERT scheme
for its high resolution and better imaging effect.
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A single ERT measurement scheme is frequently insufficient for high-resolution grotto
structure detection. As a result, combinations of several ERT schemes are requested in
order to improve the resolution and obtain high-quality resistivity images. Four combined
schemes are selected for the experiments to test the imaging effect of different combined
schemes. The combined ERT scheme 1 is a combination of the surface ERT scheme and BS-
ERT scheme, and it is a combination of two traditional ERT scheme. Combined scheme 2 is
formed with the combination of combined scheme 1 and SC-ERT scheme, while combined
scheme 3 is formed with the combination of combined scheme 1 and BC-ERT scheme.
Combined scheme 4 is the scheme that contains all five probable ERT schemes.
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(d–f) BS-ERT scheme, (g–i) BC-ERT scheme, (j–l) SC-ERT scheme, (m–o) cliff ERT scheme.

Figure 6a−c and Figure 7a−c shows that the combined scheme 1 can enhance the
sensitivity and improve the images of the shallow region of the BS-ERT scheme, while
improves little or no imaging quality of the deeper region. The symmetric effect also exists
in resistivity images in the AM-BN array, as can be seen in Figure 7c.

In combined scheme 2 and combined scheme 3, the sensitivity of the region near
the cliff is improved with the data which is acquired from the schemes related to cliff
electrodes, as shown in Figure 6d−i. Therefore, the region near the cliff is imaged greatly
using combined schemes 2 and 3. In addition, the symmetry effect of the AM-BN array in
the BS-ERT scheme is suppressed, and the artifact on the left side of the borehole disappears
with the combination of SC-ERT or BC-ERT scheme, as shown in Figure 7f,i. Compared
with the A-MN array and AB-MN array, the images obtained with the AM-BN array fit
the experimental model better. It means that the SC-ERT scheme or BC-ERT scheme is
encouraged to be implemented in fieldwork to improve the quality of inversion results.

For combined scheme 4 in Figures 6 and 7, although it has the largest amount
of data and the highest sensitivity, its resistivity image is similar to that of combined
schemes 2 and 3. It proves that only some of the schemes need to be implemented in grotto
structure detection.
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Figure 7. Resistivity images for four combined schemes: (a–c) surface ERT scheme & BS-ERT scheme,
(d–f) surface ERT scheme, BS-ERT scheme & SC-ERT scheme, (g–i) surface ERT scheme, BS-ERT
scheme & BC-ERT scheme, (j–l) surface ERT scheme, BS-ERT scheme, SC-ERT scheme, BC-ERT
scheme & cliff ERT scheme.

4.2. Numerical Experiments for Grotto Model with Water Seepage Structure

A model with water seepage structure is established to study the best-combined
schemes, which can get the best images using the least schemes, as shown in Figure 8. The
resistivity of the grotto rock structure is 100 Ω·m, and the model contains three 10 Ω·m-
resistivity anomalies to simulate the water seepage structure. We select the AB-MN array
and AM-BN array to image this model using the BS-ERT scheme, BC-ERT scheme, and
SC-ERT scheme, as shown in Figure 9a−f. This is because the detection range of the surface
ERT scheme and cliff ERT scheme is not large enough to image sufficient region and the
imaging effect of the A-MN array is similar to that of the AB-MN array. The parameters
and data amount of three schemes are the same as those in Table 1. The combined schemes
are composed of two single schemes, as shown in Figure 9g−l.
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The resistivity and shape of the water seepage structure is difficult to be reconstructed
because of the regularization effect. However, the low-resistivity anomaly caused by the
water seepage structure can still be seen from the inversion results. For single schemes, the
AM-BN array is much better than the AB-MN array because some water seepage structures
are hard to image using the AB-MN array, as shown in Figure 9a−f. For the BC-ERT
scheme using the AM-BN array, the top of water seepage structure 2 is not imaged, and the
lower part of structure 3 generates download-extending artifacts in Figure 9d. It means the
detection capability of the upper and the lower regions of the AM-BN array in the BC-ERT
scheme needs to be improved. Among three single schemes using the AM-BN array, the
resistivity image of the SC-ERT scheme is the best for its high resolution.

For combined schemes using the AM-BN array, the artifacts generated in the BC-ERT
scheme also appear in the combined scheme, as shown in Figure 9d,h,l. Comparing the
inversion results in Figure 9, it is found that the resistivity imaging of the combination of
the BS-ERT scheme and SC-ERT scheme is not too much affected by the low-resistivity
artifacts and is the best of three combined schemes.

5. Discussion

At present, the surface ERT and BS-ERT scheme are commonly used in grotto structure
detection. However, there are some shortcomings in these two schemes. Numerical
experiments show that the depth of the surface ERT scheme is shallow, and the resolution
of the BS-ERT scheme or combined scheme 1 in Figures 5 and 7 needs to be revised in
the region far from the surface and the borehole. Therefore, these schemes have limited
capability to detect the cliff, which is the key region we are concerned about and needs to
be detected accurately. Moreover, the high-resolution AM-BN array of the BS-ERT scheme
is easily affected by the symmetric effect and generates artifacts, which brings a great
interface to the later interpretation.

In this situation, we propose the BSC-ERT scheme based on the BS-ERT scheme.
Grottoes are usually carved into layered sandstone, which can be approximated as a 2D
structure. 2D measurement schemes can solve the practical problem well with lower cost,
higher measurement efficiency, and computing efficiency than 3D measurement schemes.
The new proposed scheme has two advantages. The first advantage is that the BSC-ERT
scheme not only inherits both surface ERT and BS-ERT scheme, but also has more SC-ERT
scheme, BC-ERT scheme, and cliff ERT scheme due to the deployment of cliff electrodes.
These three schemes can provide better images of the region near the cliff. Among them,
the AM-BN array of SC-ERT scheme has a high resolution on the region near the surface
and cliff, where we are more concerned and can obtain high-quality image. The second
advantage is that the symmetric effect of the AM-BN array in the BS-ERT scheme can be
avoided by combining the BS-ERT scheme with BC-ERT or SC-ERT scheme. This finding
might lead to a new way to solve the symmetric effect of the AM-BN array. The BC-ERT
scheme can significantly increase the sensitivity of the right side of the borehole while the
sensitivity of the left side of the borehole is slightly increased. This kind of the increasement
is not symmetric. The same is true of the SC-ERT scheme. Combining the asymmetric
measurement scheme with the BS-ERT scheme is very likely to suppress its symmetric
effect, which is important for high-resolution imaging for the BS-ERT scheme.

The other finding is that not all five schemes need to be implemented to obtain an
acceptable resistivity image. The comparison of resistivity images for a single scheme
shows that the schemes with surface electrodes and cliff electrodes are more stable and
have fewer artifacts than the schemes with borehole electrodes, as shown in Figure 9a−f.
Therefore, the SC-ERT scheme using the AM-BN array is the most recommended scheme to
be implemented in grotto structure detection. The BS-ERT scheme can be used to improve
the detection capability of the region away from the cliff and the surface combined with
the SC-ERT scheme, as shown in Figures 7 and 9.

How to apply the BSC-ERT scheme in field experiments will be discussed in this
section. Traditional surface ERT scheme and BS-ERT scheme can be measured in a general
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way. For the schemes with cliff electrodes, a new type of cliff electrodes similar to electro-
cardiograph electrodes should be developed to replace the traditional copper electrodes. It
should be able to be attached to the cliff and meet the voltage requirement for the measure-
ment. The research and development of electrodes is of great significance and can not only
be used for grotto structure detection, which can make ERT applied to more study sites,
such as ancient walls, vertical dam, and tunnel walls. Field research will be carried out in
the future after the development of the cliff electrodes. In addition, although numerical
simulation and inversion about vertical cliff are studied in this research, the results are still
instructive for models with very steep slopes.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a new ERT scheme, called the BSC-ERT scheme, based
on the BS-ERT scheme for grotto structure detection. Through the study of numerical
experiments, it is confirmed that traditional surface ERT and BS-ERT scheme have a weak
ability to detect the region near the cliff. It is essential to deploy cliff electrodes to improve
imaging effects. The new proposed scheme not only inherits all the advantages of the
BS-ERT scheme, but also improves the resolution of the region we are concerned about. The
numerical experiments also indicate that the AM-BN array of the combination of BS-ERT
and SC-ERT scheme is recommended to get acceptable resistivity images, which have high
resolution on the anomalies and generate the least artifacts. The study of the BSC-ERT
scheme will provide theoretical guidance for field experiments in the future and avoid
unnecessary workload.

Meanwhile, the experiments of combined schemes provide a new solution to suppress
the symmetric effect of the AM-BN array in BS-ERT scheme. Artifacts caused by symmetric
effects can be eliminated by combining an asymmetric scheme, such as SC-ERT or BC-
ERT scheme, with the BS-ERT scheme. Although this conclusion is summarized for the
grotto measurement scheme, it is still instructive for the combined scheme for BS-ERT and
CH-ERT scheme.
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